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Abstract: AM (additive manufacturing) of metal parts becomes increasingly important in many industrial fields. However, currently
used AM processes like laser melting or electron beam melting are quite complex and expensive. The extrusion based AM
technology for dense metal components (Composite Extrusion Modelling-CEM), is characterised by an easy handling and cost
efficiency in comparison to powder based processes. The CEM process contains two steps, the additive manufacturing of the green
parts and the consecutive sintering. The additive manufacturing of green parts is carried out in a thermally controlled extrusion
process. The standard metal injection moulding material with a high proportion of metal and thermoplastic binder is deposited in
layers by a heated nozzle. In this way overhangs and bridge structures can be realised. The quality of the green parts that were
manufactured with the specifically developed extruder corresponds to typical Fused Deposition Modelling parts. In case the surfaces
need to be smooth the green parts can be mechanically post-processed before going through the debinding and sintering process.
Key words: Additive manufacturing, metal, metal injection moulding.

1. Introduction
AM (additive manufacturing) or commonly called
3D-printing no longer just concerns research
institutions and large enterprises; it has already found
its way into the private user area. One important
reason was the development of low-cost 3D-printing
kits based on the FDM (fused deposition modelling)
process. The process was initially developed by S.
Scott Crump, Stratasys Inc., Eden Prairie, USA and
protected by the patent US 5121329 A [1], which
expired in October 2009. The FDM process is based
on a layer by layer fusing of volume elements, like all
AM processes. In this special case the volume
elements are extruded thermoplastic threads.
According to Gebhardt [2] AM processes can be
categorized according to the state of aggregate of the
source material. In this context FDM is one of the
processes with a solid source material. In contrast to
other additive processes, which also use solid source
material like for example SLS (selective laser
sintering) or 3DP (3D powder bed printing), the part is
not built into a powder bed, but on an empty plate.
Corresponding author: Clemens Lieberwirth, M.Sc.,
research field: additive manufacturing.

This requires the use of supporting structures for
overhangs and large self-supporting constructions.
The source material is usually available as a filament,
familiar to the wire for plastic welding and is limited
to thermoplastic polymers. Occasionally additives are
composited to the thermoplastic base material, to
adapt the material properties in terms of elasticity,
optic and haptic characteristics or conduction. There
are thermoplastic elastomers, wood-, sand- or even
metal filled filaments. Especially the metal filled
filaments do not increase the mechanical strength of
the material. They rather decrease it in terms of
brittleness by the added particles in the thermoplastic
matrix. The success and the popularity of the FDM
process are based on the cost efficient system concept,
the manageable material and not least because of the
achievements made by the open source community
that have gained access to AM. Nevertheless the
industrial use of AM increasingly requires processes
that can build metal parts like it is shown in the
Wohlers Report 2014 (76% growth of metal AM
systems sale) [3]. Distributed representatives are beam
based powder bed processes like SLM (selective laser
melting), EBM (electron beam melting) and SLS.
These methods are based on the layer wise applying of
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fine metal powders too a buildingg plate and the
selective fusing of the particles
p
by use of energgetic
beams (laserr or electron beams). Beccause of the high
h
costs and the
t
risks in terms of material
m
handdling
(powder exxplosions/meetal fire, coontamination of
powder, inhhalation) thee applicationn of these AM
methods aree primary reserved to largge companies and
research insttitutions at prresent. The im
mplementatioon of
the AM of metal parts via a FDM
M related proocess
could resultt in a dissem
mination of AM
A in small and
medium-sizeed enterprisess and industrry in general, like
it occurred in the privvate section with FDM
M. A
well-known combinationn of thermopplastic extruusion
and metal part
p
manufaccturing is reppresented byy the
MIM (metal injection moulding).
m
W the use of a
With
feedstock consisting
c
off 40-45 vol%
% thermoplaastic
binder and 55-60
5
vol% metal
m
powderr green parts can
be producedd by injectionn moulding. Consecutively
C
y the
green parts are
a debinded and sinteredd. In regard too the
processing of standaard MIM materials the
developmennt of an addittive extrusionn technology was
carried out. A two phasee combinatioon of an addiitive
manufacturing of greenn parts and a subsequeently
debinding annd sintering in an industrrial process were
w
developed, named CEM (compposite extruusion
modelling). Similar appproaches werre already made
m
with the usee of customissed ceramic feedstocks [44-6].
The manuffacturing off near shapped green parts
p
accomplishees the proceessing of materials that are
difficult for machining (cutting,
(
drillling and turnning)
like ceramiccs and hard metals. How
wever the aim
m of
this study is the devvelopment of the extruusion
technology and the proccessing of inndustrial standdard
MIM materiials as well ass the evaluatiion of the ressults.
In this mannner the suittability for rapid prototypping
applications and direct manufacturing
m
g of custom parts
p
in the field of
o MIM can be
b estimated.

usion system..
matterial is proceessed in an aadditive extru
As seen in Fig. 1, after this ffirst step the green part iss
takeen from the build plate aand put into an industriall
oveen. Through thermal craacking and pyrolysis
p
thee
poly
ymer binderss are solved aand the metall particles aree
freee. By reachinng the melt ttemperature of
o the lowestt
allo
oy componennt the sinter pprocess is in
nitiated and a
soliid metal part is the result.
With
W the use of
o a secondaryy extruder a thermoplastic
t
c
support materiaal can be addded, which will
w then bee
pyrolysed in the post-processsing. Due to the
t debindingg
process certain shrinkage caan be anticip
pated, whichh
has to be determ
mined. The reesulting micrrostructure off
the metal inside the componeent should bee comparablee
to the
t structure of
o componentts that were manufactured
m
d
by MIM. Furthhermore the relative den
nsity of thee
sinttered CEM coomponents shhould be nearrly as high ass
sinttered MIM components. W
With a selecttive insertionn
of macroscopic
m
porosities aand inner inffill structuress
matterial propertties can be adjusted acccordingly. Inn
con
ntrast to pow
wder bed baseed processes fully closedd
holllow structurees can be realiised.
2.2 Extrusion annd Printing Seetup
For
F the CEM
M-process a compact an
nd moveablee
gran
nule extruderr was developped that can be
b positionedd
threee dimensionnally via an x y z gantry
y. The CEM
M
extrruder has oveerall dimensioons of 160 mm
m ൈ 60 mm
m
ൈ 80
8 mm, a nozzzle diameterr of 0.5 mm and
a is drivenn
by a 0.5 Nm steppper motor ass seen in Fig. 2.
The
T positioniing of the exxtruder contrrolled by thee
auto
omatic generated tool pathhs yet was reealised by thee
opeen source plattform Reprapp Mendel. An assembly kitt

2. Materiaals and Metthods
2.1 Composiite Extrusion Modeling
Accordingg to the CEM
M process a granule shaaped

Fig.. 1

CEM proccess chain.
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2.4 Print Tests and
a Validation

Fig. 2

Moveeable CEM exttruder on x axiis (CAD imagee).

FDM printeer could sim
mply be cusstomized for the
processed innvestigations.
2.3 Materiall and Post-Prrocessing
The materrial is a conveentional MIM
M material, which
w
is available as granulatee with a grain size of 3 mm.
m
The thermopplastic binderr input has a proportion of
o 45
vol% and is responsibble for the fluidity and the
formability of the feeedstock. Thiis thermoplaastic
matrix carriees the stainlesss steel powdder 1.4542, which
w
is steel withh a chrome proportion of
o up to 17..5%,
which is am
mong others used in spaace and aviaation
applications and for meddical instrum
ments. Due too the
high chrom
me proportionn a reducingg pure hydroogen
atmosphere is necessaryy during the sinter cycle. To
gain comparrability to the industrial MIM
M
processs the
green parts were
w
dependeed and sinterred in accordaance
with the manufactuurer processs informattion.
Concerning this, the greeen parts werre inserted innto a
continuous working induustrial oven batch per baatch.
The debindding processs was carrried out at
a a
temperature of 450 °C. A complete pyrolysis off the
remaining binder waas reached at 600 °C.
Subsequentlly the sintering process was initiated at
1,365 °C. Duue to the conntinuous proceedure of the oven,
o
the debindinng and sinteriing process am
mounted to 14
1 h.
The sinterinng could bee followed by a hardenning
process, whiich is recomm
mended for final
f
applicatiions,
yet the folloowing investtigations werre made withhout
any hardeninng.

Since
S
the devveloped extru
ruder is a cu
ustom devicee
and
d the materiaal is usuallyy processed in industriall
injeection mouldding systemss, the stand
dard processs
info
ormation for the extrusioon of granulaate has to bee
exaamined and adjusted. IIn a first step barrell
tem
mperature, scrrew speed annd flow ratee have to bee
alig
gned to reachh a maximum
m melt flow. Furthermoree
the maximum melt
m flow limitts the possiblle print speedd
(mo
ovement speed of the exxtruder whille extruding))
whiich has to be determined. In further prroceeding thee
threee dimensionnal fusing oof structuress has to bee
inveestigated. Criitical factors are minimal layer heightss,
adh
hesion betweeen layers andd realization of
o overhangs..
Forr this purpoose cylindriccal samples for visuall
insp
pections and measuremennts were desig
gned. Due too
the loss of bindder during thhe sintering process
p
theree
should be a significant shrrinkage. This has to bee
deteermined by measurements of the height andd
diam
meter of the green parts and the sinteered parts. Inn
thiss manner a tactile digital calliper (ressolution 0.01
mm
m, accuracy +/+ 0.02 mm) and the CLS
SM (confocall
laseer scanning microscopee) LEXT OLS 4,0000
(Oly
ympus, Japann) were used.. Furthermoree the sinteredd
partts were cut, smoothed annd polished to determinee
the porosity withh the CLSM. According to
o the fact thatt
the layer by layer
l
extrusiion does no
ot have anyy
cou
unter-pressuree like it is given in the
t
injectionn
mou
ulding processs by the moould, it is anticipated, thatt
the density of thhe CEM com
mponents fallss short of thee
valu
ue for a full material 1.44542 steel wiith 7.8 g/cm³³
[7].

3. Results
R
and
d Discussion
3.1 Extrusion annd Print Quallity
According
A
too the extrusioon tests an ideal nozzlee
tem
mperature of 210 °C could be determiined. At thiss
poin
nt the extrudded string waas smooth and continuouss
and
d a maximum
m flow rate of 2.9 mm³/s could bee
reacched. Considdering the ccylindrical form
f
of thee
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extruded striing and the 0.5 mm diameeter of the nozzzle,
the maximuum print speeed is 15 mm
m/s. Subsequeently
processed thhree dimensional printingg tests with print
p
speeds betw
ween 5 mm/s and
a 15 mm/s indicated a good
g
adhesion bettween the layyers in the fieeld of 0.1 mm
m to
0.25 mm layyer height. Certainly, the adhesion sligghtly
decreases with
w
increasinng print speeed, which coould
lead to prinnt failures. Innfill structurees, consistingg of
one-stringedd grid patternns were prinntable as welll as
overhang strructures. The 3D componeents show kinnd of
wobbly sheell surfaces. During the printing tessts a
significant oscillation
o
off the whole printer couldd be
recognized. Induced byy the higheer mass of the
extruder, coompared to custom FDM-extruder, this
leads to a loss of repeatt accuracy. Hence,
H
a shiffting
from layer to layer was observeed. Geometrrical
measuremennts of the greeen parts show a clear vissible
shrinkage in
i x-y direcction and a slightly loower
shrinkage inn z. This is explained byy the layer wise
w
contraction of the printedd layers and the interpolaation
of the component height by an integraal multiple off the
layer height..
3.2 Sinteringg Shrinkage and
a Density
The com
mponents couuld be sinteered successffully
without anyy deformatioons, cracks or
o other faillures
except for the
t shrinkagge by the losss of the binnder
volume. Fiig. 3 showss the greenn part and the
correspondinng sintered part
p of a pulleey, the shrinkkage
is clearly vissible.

20%
shrinkage in %
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Furthermore
F
a componeents with oveerhangs couldd
also
be sintered successfully.
s
Obviously the exactt
threesholds for realizable overhangs have
h
to bee
deteermined in foollowing worrks. The shrin
nkage due too
bind
der loss is shhown in Fig. 4 separated in shrinkagee
of the
t samples height (z dirrection) and shrinkage off
the samples diam
meter (x-y dirrection).
The
T shrinkagge in z is w
with an averaage value off
15.8
8% slightly higher thann the shrink
kage in x-yy
direection with an average value of 14
4.49%. Thiss
diffference is indduced by gravvity, but smaall enough too
worrk with an average scaaling factor of 15% too
produce near shape compponents. Th
he measuredd
sinttering densityy reached ann average vaalue of 7.499
g/cm
m³ with a standard deviaation of 0.16
6 g/cm³. Thiss
lead
ds to a rellative sinteriing density of 96.03%
%
com
mpared to thee bulk materrial. The goo
od results inn
term
ms of materiaal connectionn and density
y can also bee
con
nfirmed by SE
EM investigattions.
As
A shown in Fig. 5 the single layerss are clearlyy
visiible on the ouutside of the part. Howev
ver there is a
den
nse surface of the single threads and a very goodd
con
nnection betw
ween the layerrs.

4. Conclusion
C
ns

Fig. 3 Greeen part (left) and sintered part (right) of a
pulley.

The
T processinng of standaard industriall material inn
an additive maanufacturingg could be approved
a
inn
exaample of the MIM
M
materiaal with the CEM-process.
C
.
Thee results concerning th e sintering density, thee
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strength tests, notched bar impact tests and tests for
the exact dependence of infill proportion and build
direction will be made. Potential applications could
lay in the field of rapid prototyping for MIM products,
but also in small batch production or custom
components for special applications. The possibility to
build fully closed hollow metal components in a cost
efficient process could bring benefits for space and
aviation application and also for the production in
small and medium sized enterprises.
Fig. 5

SEM image of a printed an sintered cylinder.
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